Security

OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
 AUDITING REMOTE ACCESS

You protect your business by means of keys, biometric
finger print readers, Armed Response and CCTV for physical
security. Then why neglect your IT security?
How Can IT Security Threats Affect Your Business?
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 SECURITY UPDATE MANAGEMENT
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By not auditing remote access you allow perpetrators to connect to your
system during non-business hours
Poor configuration on gateways and firewalls allows easy access to your
systems via “phone home” tools such as Teamviewer
Mobile devices are allowed unrestricted access to your network and
bring in unwanted threats
Staff plug personal devices onto the network which can carry harmful
virusses and Ransomware
Passwords are written down and poorly managed, allowing easy access
Word, PDF and Excel documents are not scanned for malicious
“weaponised” content, allowing hackers free rein
Security updates are not maintained on workstations and servers,
leaving gaping security holes
Vulnerability and penetration scans are not performed to identify issues

How Can Evolv Help?
By implementing the correct security mechanisms, you can:
 Control and audit remote access
 Ensure that only authorized traffic passes through the firewall and all
traffic is scanned, including encrypted traffic
 Manage and secure mobile devices to avoid harmful viruses infiltrating
 Segment unauthorised computers onto separate networks, where they
can do no harm
 Implement 60 second passwords which are stronger and cannot be
logged or guessed
 Scan documents prior to reaching workstations, to identify weaponised
attachments
 Automate security updates for Microsoft and 3rd party’s
 Implement Vulnerability and Penetration tests, which can identify the
gaps in security for remediation

Don’t neglect your IT security. The damaging effects
will be far greater than physical theft
Seek professional help with Evolv Networks and receive a free
consultation on how we can assist your business

